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Maria De Berardinis, President
Member engagement is an intensely discussed topic at provincial and local levels throughout OECTA.  

I have always believed that true engagement is more than keeping members informed and aware, or 
holding relevant workshops, or organizing fun social activities.  As important as all of these are to respond 
to members’ needs and create camaraderie among the membership, vibrant member engagement must 
go beyond this.

Active participation is necessary to be truly engaged.  This can take many forms including participating in a committee, 
attending in-services and becoming a staff rep.

Engagement also requires interaction with each other.  It demands discussion, debate, and dialoguing. It requires an 
exchange of ideas in order to understand each other’s perspectives and find a way forward that respects everyone’s dignity 
and voice.

This type of discourse necessitates us to meet and be in one place together.  When we can communicate face-to-face, ask 
questions, voice opinions, offer solutions, it is then that we truly can become engaged with each other, with issues and with 
the process to promote what is good for the whole membership.

Our local Unit AGM on May 10, 2018 offers us exactly this kind of rewarding opportunity to meet, hear each other, ask 
questions, become informed, discern and then participate in one of the most fundamental exercises in our democratic 
structure—choosing the Unit Executive who will represent your voice and concerns and voting on resolutions to amend our 
Unit bylaws.

This year, we have many candidates who have put their names forward to serve you on the Unit Executive. We also have 
resolutions to re-structure the Unit committees.  I invite you to genuinely become engaged in the process of selecting your 
Unit Executive and shaping the bylaws that govern us as a Unit by coming out to the meeting.   

Attending the Unit AGM requires time and commitment, but if what we are seeking is authentic engagement and informed 
decision making, then we need to participate in the process, to hear and be heard. 

Without this human connection, member engagement cannot be fully realized.

www.dpsuoecta.ca
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AGM General Meeting
Thursday, May 10, 2018

3:45 p.m.
Versailles Convention Centre, 6721 Edwards Blvd., Mississauga

Unit Executive Elections
and Proposed Bylaw Changes

Bu�et dinner and refreshments will be served following the voting 
for members in attendance.
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John Hynan, Teacher Welfare Officer

The current Posting Process, negotiated in the 2014/2015 round of local bargaining, is considerably 
different to our previous process. As such it has generated numerous inquiries from DPSU members. The 
following are among your most frequently asked questions. 

Q. Do teachers have access to openings in their current school?

A. Yes. Principals must solicit interest within existing staff for positions to be considered for posting. 
     Teachers may also apply to postings for Department Head positions at their current School. However, teachers cannot apply 
     to Secondary panel-wide and/or Board-wide postings for positions at their current school. (Article 23.020 of the Secondary 
     Teachers Collective Agreement).

Q. Who is eligible to apply to DPSU exclusive (panel-wide) and/or Board-wide postings?

A. To be eligible teachers must have completed their probationary period prior to assuming the position, be in at least their 
     second year in the same school and hold the required qualifications at the time of application. (Article 23.030).

Q. How often do postings occur?

A. There are three rounds of DPSU exclusive (panel-wide) postings, one Board-wide posting (if needed) and external postings 
     as needed to address openings that arise outside the pre-scheduled postings cycle listed below.

Q. What are the timelines for postings?

A. Round 1: By the end of the third week in April, all known openings shall be posted. (Article 23.040). 

    Round 2: By the end of the second week in May, all known openings including newly identified openings and the residual 
    openings created by the placement of teachers in Round 1 shall be posted. (Article 23.050). 

    Round 3: By the end of the first week in June, all known openings including newly identified openings and the residual 
    openings created by the placement of teachers in Round 2 shall be posted. (Article 23.060). 

    Board-wide Posting: By the end of the third week in June, and following the placement of teachers from the surplus list, any    
    remaining openings shall be posted and offered to all permanent secondary and elementary teachers. (Article 23.080). 

    External Postings: Any openings that arise outside the scheduled rounds of postings, as listed above, shall be posted to and    
    filled by teachers on the LTO roster. Teachers hired through external postings shall automatically be declared surplus and 
    their positions, should they still exist, shall be made available to all DPSU members in the next Round 1 Postings. 
    (Article 23.110)

Q. Why are Teachers hired through external postings automatically declared surplus?

A. The intent of this Article is to ensure that all DPSU members are afforded the opportunity to apply to all openings for which 
     they are qualified.
 
Should you require any further clarification of our posting process please contact the Unit Office at 905-564-7211.
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May 24, 2018 - Posting #3
June 18, 2018 - Posting #4 - Board wide

Key Dates
April 11, 2018 - Posting #1
May 2, 2018 - Posting #2
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Joann Mansfield, Teacher at Father Michael Goetz S.S.

When people inquire about our mission trip to the Dominican Republic, they often ask what we will do 
while we’re there. Most often it’s phrased ‘what are you going to build?’. The answer to this question 
isn’t usually what they expect to hear. We don’t build schools, dig wells or paint houses; we build 
relationships. Yes we raise money to accomplish many charitable acts such as those listed above as well 
as collect clothes, school supplies, medication, distribute food and toiletries to help alleviate the dire 
conditions of those afflicted by extreme poverty. 

These charitable acts are necessary and good but it can’t end there. Through the relationships we build, 
our first world ideas are often shattered. These individuals of the Dominican Republic are not the ‘less fortunate’ but are real 
people with hopes, dreams and ideas to create a world where equality exists. Social justice isn’t giving and leaving. It’s listen-
ing and learning from the people what they need in order to change the circumstances of their poverty as well as being open 
to gain from their experiences and rich culture. Every year, I am humbled and in awe of the energy and positivity that I acquire 
from the ‘unfortunate’ people of the Dominican Republic. Our mission trip truly allows us to accomplish what the great 
prophet Micah implored of us; to act justly, to love tenderly and to walk humbly with our God. (Micah 6:8).
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Students’ Reflection

When we first arrived in Nicaragua, we didn’t know what to expect. We knew that we were on a mission to help the people in 
the community of Jinocuao and live in their shoes, but we didn’t realize in what way this experience would change our lives. As 
soon as we landed in Managua, the scorching heat surprised us. We stayed in the capital at Casa Canadiense for a few nights, 
and during the day, we visited many landmarks and learned lots about the history of the country. The division between the rich 
and the poor was blatantly obvious, especially with the literal wall separating the wealthy communities and the working class.  
We also learned of the importance of fair trade and the injustices being faced by the common people due to government 
corruption.

Of course, our experiences at Jinocuao also impacted our view on the world greatly. On the third day of our trip, we left the 
capital to take a four to five hour journey to the rural community. When we arrived there, we were greeted by the bright 
smiles and friendly faces of the locals. We settled in with our host family homes fairly quickly, and we were all very shocked at 
how welcoming and kind our families were to us, especially considering that we were complete strangers to them. Despite our 
inadequate abilities to speak proper Spanish, they still tried their best to communicate to us through facial expressions and 
gestures. Being of different economic status, we were all very humbled to realize how happy they were with what they had in 
comparison to our attitudes towards materialism and happiness here in Canada.   

The next day—after having a hearty breakfast—we made our way to 
the work sites. Under the blazing sun, we worked alongside the 
Nicaraguan locals to help build latrines for the community and 
continue construction of the new school extension. We were quite 
surprised to see that instead of simply working for them, we worked 
together as a team to reach our common goal. It was very inspiring to 
see how passionate the locals were to better their community life 
together rather than one person ordering others to do the work;  all 
taking turns doing their fair share of the labour. We realized how 
instead of simply helping them, we were actually helping each other. 
We think this taught us the true meaning of solidarity: care towards 
others means standing by them and offering a helping hand when 
needed.

After a couple of nights, we adapted to life in Jinocuao. From collect-
ing well water to hand washing clothes, we learned how privileged 
we are as Canadians to have resources easily available to us, such as 
clean tap water and flushable toilets. This was especially apparent to 
us when we went out to the market to buy groceries for a week for 
our families near the end of our trip. With only 100 Cordobas 
(approximately USD $3), we were surprisingly able to buy many 
items—such as bananas, oil, and pounds of beans—but this would 
only be enough to last the family a few days. It was then that we 
understood how underpaid the people were considering the amount 
of work they do.

Overall, our trip to Nicaragua changed our world view drastically. We 
recommend this trip to anyoneinterested in seeing the realities of 
poverty and social injustice in other countries while aiming to help 
eliminate the inequalities between those in power and the common 
people. 
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SELF CARE

Nisheeta Menon, Teacher at Robert F. Hall S.S.

On January 26, 2018, 16 students and four staff members from Robert F. Hall Catholic Secondary School (Caledon East) 
travelled to Nicaragua to engage in educational experiences in the city of Managua and to live and work within the rural 
community of Santa Julia.  Through the organization Casa Pueblito, which has been working in Nicaragua for 25 years, the 
group was given an 'alternative tour' of the country's capital, Managua.  They also met individuals such as Yamilet Pérez, who 
discussed social justice challenges facing urban families, and the grassroots work being done to combat these problems.  
 
After leaving Managua, the group spent 5 days in the small village of Santa Julia where they worked on various community 
projects including tending to a community garden and building a shelter for a well.  While in Santa Julia, students and staff 
were billeted with local families and were able to experience the culture and the heart of the people in a unique and profound 
way.  It is these experiences that impacted participants the most! Robert F. Hall C.S.S. is extremely grateful for the continued 
support from DPSU and looks forward to continuing its longstanding relationship with Casa Pueblito and the people of Nicara-
gua with another trip planned for the coming year.    
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Dufferin-Peel Secondary Unit offers financial support for 
members who develop, produce, work with or establish 
any educational program which enhances the quality of 
life of individuals.

DPSU was honoured to have supported the teachers 
featured in this edition in their amazing work.
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Delegates at Provincial AGM

Maria's first time at the mic! Brian Heimbecker advocating
for health and safety

Past President, Ann Hawkins, receives the
Marion Tyrell Award of Merit

Glen Kim accepts the awards for "Best First Time Speaker"(fromToronto 
Elementary Unit) and"Best Speaker" (from the Hamilton-Wentworth 
Elementary Unit) making him the first AGM Delegate to garner both awards 
at the same AGM! Past DPSU Presidents surprised Maria at the delegates 

debrief session.
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Brenda Golden, 1st Vice-President

There is support for teachers who are caring for a critically ill family member.

A teacher who has worked six consecutive months is entitled, under the Employment Standards Act (ESA), 
to Critical Illness Leaves. Within a 52-week period, up to 37 weeks may be granted when a critically ill 
minor child requires care, and up to 17 weeks when a critically ill adult requires care.  A teacher seeking a 
critical illness leave will provide to the employer such evidence as necessary to prove entitlement under 

the ESA. Although these are unpaid leaves of absence, teachers can apply for E.I. benefits, and subsequently, Supplemental 
Employee Benefits (SEB) top-up.  

“Family”, under this provision of the Employee Standards Act (ESA), refers to a broad range of individuals, which includes, but 
is not limited to, the employee’s spouse (including same-sex spouse), child, parent, steparent, stepchild, foster child, 
son-in-law, and others. The Critical Illness Leave can be taken to care for one’s own child or to care for the child who is “family”, 
as defined by the ESA.   Family members do not have to live in Ontario in order for the employee to be eligible for Critical 
Illness Leaves.

After a teacher is granted a statutory leave for a critically ill family member and is on unpaid leave from the board, a teacher 
may apply for E.I.  A teacher’s entitlement to a critical illness leave under the ESA does not automatically quality the teacher 
for EI benefits.  When a teacher does qualify for E.I. benefits they are paid at 55% to a maximum of $547 per week.

If the E.I. claim is approved, the board tops up E.I. benefits through a SEB.  Permanent members shall receive 100% salary for a 
period not to exceed eight (8) weeks, provided the period falls within the school year and during a period for which the 
permanent member would normally be paid. 

Seniority and experience continue to accrue during such leave(s). Call OTTP to discuss pension ramifications. Benefits under 
the Employee Life Health Trust (ELHT) also continue for the duration of this statutory leave.

If teachers find themselves in this distressing situation, they should contact DPSU.  
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Carolyn Miller, Health & Safety Rep

Spring hasn’t quite sprung but as the weather changes, we need to ready ourselves for hazards that may 
present themselves in and around our workplaces. Oftentimes, hazards occur once and can be easily 
mitigated. Sometimes though, hazards may reappear or manifest into other issues and these hazards 
may require a broader solution.  Under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, competent supervisors 
(principals and vice-principals) and workers (teachers) have a responsibility to keep our workplaces safe. 
A shared approach that acknowledges that workers are required to report hazards in their workplaces 
and that competent supervisors are responsible for investigating, controlling, and remedying hazards is 

the foundation for a strong and well-functioning Internal Responsibility System (IRS). 

A Health and Safety Concern Report (GF 395) should always be completed when a worker has a concern about a hazard in the 
workplace. Once this form is submitted to the competent supervisor, a worker should expect a response with corrective 
action/recommendations within two days. The worker will receive a copy of the form as will the Health and Safety Department 
at the board and the worker co-chair at DPSU. The hazard may be resolved at the local/school level or further 
investigation/action may be needed. Sometimes though, hazards can reappear, or a new hazard can present itself in a similar 
way. It is important to fill out a GF 395 each time this happens.

Earlier this year, a worker completed a GF 395 to identify a health and safety concern in their workplace. The corrective 
action/recommendations completed by the competent supervisor indicated that this hazard was investigated, and action was 
taken. Shortly after though, a change in the weather brought the hazard back.  The worker completed another GF 395, the 
competent supervisor investigated, members of the Joint Health and Safety Committee consulted; each took initiative on this 
health and safety issue and worked together to eliminate the hazard. 

This flowchart shows how the Internal Responsibility System functions. Workers, competent supervisors and the Joint Health 
and Safety Committee play vital roles in in the Internal Responsibility System. Everyone must understand the process, believe 
in it, and take steps to make it effective at all levels.
 
Should you have any questions about the Internal Responsibility 
System or any health and safety concerns, please contact me at the 
unit office. 
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Dufferin-Peel OECTA Secondary Unit 

Unit Office: 905-564-7211
6435 Edwards Blvd., Mississauga ON

Maria De Berardinis, President: president@dpsuoecta.com
Brenda Golden, First Vice-President: firstvp@dpsuoecta.com
John Hynan, Teacher Welfare Officer/Chief Negotiator: 
teacher.welfare@dpsuoecta.com
Carolyn Miller, Health and Safety Worker/Co-Chair (JHSC): 
health.safety@dpsuoecta.com


